During my long life I have spent lots of time thinking about irrationality of series . The reader with a little maliciousness may say "spent and wasted" since I have never discovered any new general methods nor had any spectacular success like Apéry. Nevertheless I hope to convince the reader that not all of it was completely wasted . First of all, I state some of my previous results several of which were obtained with E. Straus. I state many unsolved problems and also prove some new theorems .
I proved more than 30 years ago [l] that for every integer t > 1,
(d(n) is the number of divisors of n) is irrational. Chowla conjectured that the same holds for every rational t > 1 . This is almost certainly true but is unattackable by my methods . It is very annoying that I cannot prove that E°°_1 2^1 s and E 0 2 n !-of are both irrational (one of course expects that E°°_1 2n+t and En°_ 1 +t are irrational and in fact transcendental for every integer t .) Peter Borwein just informed me (June 1987) that he proved that 2^+r is irrational for every rational r . Denote by v(n) the number of distinct prime factors of n ; cp(n) is Euler's cp function and 6k(n) the sum of the k-th powers of divisors of n . It is very annoying that I cannot prove that E' 1 v2Rl is irrational ; perhaps here I am overlooking a simple argument . E°°_1P 2n l and E°°_1 ó2nl, E(n) _ S1(n), are no doubt also irrational but this is probably unattackable by my methods .
Kac and I [2] proved that E°O ák(n) is irrational for k = 1 and n=1 n ! k = 2 . Our proof does not seem to work for k > 2, but perhaps we again are overlooking a simple argument . Straus and 1 [3] proved that if 1 < a 1 < a2 < . . . is a sequence of integers then
a1a2 . . .a n n=1 is irrational ; we conjectured that it suffices to assume that a n -+ oo but could not prove it . We also conjectured that if an+1 >-a n then 00~o (n) a1 . . .an n=1 and are irrational, but we could only prove (1) if we made some further assumptions on the growth properties of the a's . Observe that a n = co(n) + 1, an = ó(n) + 1 shows that a n -* oo does not suffice for the irrationality of (1) . I further proved that if p1 < p2 < . . . is the sequence of primes then E°11 ' is irrational for every k [4] . I could not prove that á is irrational for every k . This is probably very difficult already for k = 1 . It seems reasonable to expect that if g n > 2, g n /p n -> 0 then Pn/91 . . . 9 n ( 2 ) n=1 is irrational, but I can prove the irrationality of (2) only under much more restrictive conditions ; gn = pn + 1 shows that some growth condition is needed for the irrationality of (2) .
A few years ago I proved [5] that if nk+1 -nk -> oo then
is irrational . The proof is not entirely trivial . I think (3) remains true if we assume only that nk/k -> oo, but unless I am overlooking a simple argument my proof breaks down . In this connection there are two questions which I could not settle and which particularly annoy me . The first question states : Does there exist a sequence n1 < n2 < . . . for which lim sup nk+1 -nk = oo but Ek1 z' is rational? The answer is almost certainly affirmative . The second question states : Let Q1 < q2 . . . be the sequence of square free numbers . Then E q,,,/24n surely must be irrational, and in fact this should hold if the q's are an arbitrary subsequence of the square free numbers . 
for all k then nk is irrational . My proof is not entirely trivial . It is probable that many other theorems of this kind can be proved . In (4) the condition nk > kl +e is essentially best possible .
Once I asked: Assume that E nk and nkl 1 are both rational .
How fast can nk tend to infinity? I was (and am) sure that n Ilk -i 00 is possible but nk~2k must tend to 1 . Unfortunately almost nothing is known . David Cantor observed that are both rational and we do not know any sequence with this property which tends to infinity faster than polynomially . Stolarsky asked the following pretty question : is it true that if nk < co then there is always an integer t, t 0 nk, for which~k 1 nk-t is irrational?
Straus and I proved that the set of points in the plane of the form We defined a sequence ni < nz < . . . to be an irrationality sequence if, for every sequence of integers tk, Ek i tknk is irrational . Observe that n! is not an irrationality sequence since E (n + z)n ; = 1 . We conjectured that and I later proved, [7] , that nk = 2 2 k is an irrationality sequence . It is not clear if the irrationality sequence must increase very rapidly. I have not been able to find an irrationality sequence for which nk /zk -1 . Graham and I observed that if nk is an irrationality sequence then nk1 k -> oo . We do not know if there is an irrationality sequence ni < k nz < . . . for which (n1,n j ) = 1 and limsupn 1/z < oo.
Graham and I modified the definition of an irrationality sequence . Let us try to call a sequence ai < az . . . an irrationality sequence if, for every b n /a n -> 1, Z°°_ i b i is irrational . The trouble with this definition n is that we do not know a simple non-trivial irrationality sequence, for example, we cannot prove that 2 z" is an irrationality sequence of this kind .
On the other hand it is not difficult to show that if lim inf nk > 1 and limnk does not exist then Z ' k=, nk is irrational and hence {nk} is an irrationality sequence of this kind ; but perhaps it is not an irrationality sequence with our original definition .
Another possibility would be to call {an } an irrationality sequence if for every I bnI G C, F°°_1 an1 is irrational . In this case we proved that 2zn is an irrationality sequence but we cannot decide if 2n or n! is an irrationality sequence . Is there an irrationality sequence a n of this type which increases exponentially? It is not hard to show that it cannot increase slower than exponentially . As stated previously, Borwein showed that 2n is an irrationality sequence of this kind .
The following further problems stated in [6] are perhaps interesting : let ni < nz < . . . . Is it then true that E znk _1 is irrational, or perhaps Z znk1 tk is irrational for every Jtk It is not hard to prove that E 2°k is transcendental if nklk' -+ oo for every 2. Perhaps the weaker condition knk -+ oo suffices . On the other hand we do not know of any algebraic number for which limsup(nk+l -nk) = oo, but in fact one would expect that every algebraic number which is irrational has this property . Many of these problems seem hopeless at present, but perhaps one can prove that if nk > ck 2 then Ek12nk is not the root of any quadratic polynomial .
Let pI < p2 < . . . be an infinite sequence of primes . It is a simple exercise to prove that if al < a2 < . . . is the sequence of integers composed of the p's then is irrational, where [aj, . . . , a n] is the least common multiple of a,, . . ., a n . This result probably remains true if the number of primes p2 is finite but of course greater than 1 .
We are going to prove the following Theorem . Let al < a2 < . . . be an infinite sequence of integers . Assume that for every x > xo and some e>0
A(x) = 1 > (1 -log 2 + E)x . (6) at <x Then is irrational, where c(n) is the least common multiple of the integers aq < n .
We present the proof of Halberstam who simplified and clarified my somewhat carelessly presented proof .
We need the following simple lemma .
Lemma. Denote by P(n) the greatest prime factor of n ; then if 77 = 71(e) > 0 is sufficiently small we have Let a nd < . . . < a nt < x, t > 2 ex, be the integers for which P(a n ;) > x'2'+'? . By the Lemma these a's exist . Let now p be a prime greater than x 2 +7 . There clearly are at most n < x 2 -' 7 of the an ; which are multiples of p and since an integer not exceeding x is divisible by at most one of these primes there are at least 1 ex 2 (1+0 distinct primes pi for which there is an integer a n ; satisfying P(a n ;) = pi > x 2+', and we can assume that an ; is chosen minimally .
Denote now by I,, the interval (rx2,(r+l)xz), 1 < r < x2 .
There clearly is at least one r, say ro, for which there are at least u > z ex 2 integers a n ; in Ir,, each of which have a prime factor pi > x 2+n
and for distinct is the pi's are distinct . Denote these a's by rox2 < bl < We obtain from our Lemma and by the argument we just used that eQY1/2]) ~ c 1 < y-8 (14) y<n<y2
Thus from (13) and (14) we obtaiñ z c(b(n)1) < E(x2r) $ < x-8 . (15) n >X2 (11), (12) and (15) clearly contradict (10) which completes the proof of our Theorem . It can be shown without much difficulty that the Theorem does not remain true if A(x) < x(1 -log 2 + e) .
